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Recurrent paratesticular giant
liposarcoma: A case report and
literature review
Runmiao Hua1†, Liwei Zhao1†, Li Xu2, Ji Sun1, Jiaguo Huang1

and Qiyan Hua1*
1Department of Urology, Affiliated Xiaoshan Hospital, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China,
2Department of Urology, School of Medicine, Hangzhou Normal University, Hangzhou, China

Background: Primary paratesticular liposarcoma is rarely diagnosed among urinary
tumors. In this study, through the retrospective analysis of clinical data and
literature review, a case of recurrent paratesticular liposarcoma with lymph node
metastasis after radical resection has been reported to explore novel strategies
for the diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of this rare disease.
Case summary: The present case involved a patient who was misdiagnosed as a
left inguinal hernia for the first time two years ago, but was later diagnosed as
mixed liposarcoma by using postoperative pathology. Currently, he is readmitted
to the hospital with a recurrence of the left scrotal mass for more than 1 year.
Combined with the patient’s past medical history, we performed radical
resection of the left inguinal and scrotal tumors and lymphadenectomy of left
femoral vein. The postoperative pathology indicated that well-differentiated
liposarcoma was accompanied by mucinous liposarcoma (about 20%), and
lymph node metastasis of left femoral vein both of which occurred at the same
time. After the operation, we recommended the patient to receive further
radiation therapy, but the patient and his family refused, hence we followed up
the patient closely for a long time. During the recent follow-up, the patient
reported no complaints of discomfort, and no recurrence of mass in the left
scrotum and groin area.
Conclusion: After conducting extensive review of literature, we conclude that
radical resection remains the key to treat primary paratesticular liposarcoma,
while the significance of the lymph node metastasis is still unclear. The potential
effects of postoperative adjuvant therapy depends on the pathological type, and
hence close follow-up observation is essential.
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Introduction

Sarcomas account for approximately 15% of all the childhood malignancies, compared

with 1% of all adult malignancies. The most common subtypes of soft tissue sarcoma

(STS) include undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma (UPS), gastrointestinal stromal

tumors (GIST), liposarcoma (LPS) and leiomyosarcoma (LMS). Liposarcoma is mainly

composed of mesenchymal cells formed during the process of differentiation from
Abbreviations

STS, soft tissue sarcoma; UPS, undifferentiated pleomorphic sarcoma; GIST, gastrointestinal stromal tumors;
LPS, liposarcoma; LMS, leiomyosarcoma; PLS, paratesticular liposarcoma; NCCN, National Comprehensive
Cancer Network; ALT/WDLPS, atypical lipomatous tumor/well-differentiated liposarcoma; DDLPS,
dedifferentiated liposarcoma; MLPS, myxoid liposarcoma; MRCL, mucinous/round cell liposarcoma; PLPS,
pleomorphic liposarcoma; CT, computed tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging.
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adipoblast to adipocyte, ranking second among the soft tissue

sarcomas, and accounting for about 15%–20% (1). In addition,

with significantly different from lipoma in the subcutaneous fat

layer, liposarcoma often occurs in the deep soft tissue, limbs and

retroperitoneum. It mainly affects the middle-aged and elderly

people and slightly more common in males than females (2, 3).

Paratesticular liposarcoma (PLS) is a distinct kind of urinary

liposarcoma, which is very rarely observed in the clinic. It mainly

originates from the spermatic cord, testicular membrane or

epididymis. Clinically, it usually presents itself as a painless soft

tissue mass in the groin or scrotum, which is often misdiagnosed

as inguinal hernia or testicular tumor (4–6). Moreover, due to

the rarity and morphological heterogeneity of PLS, it is difficult

to make a definite diagnosis before the surgery, while the local

recurrence rate of PLS patients after inappropriate surgical

resection is significantly high. According to the new National

Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines (2), LPS can

be predominantly divided into four main subtypes based on the

histomorphology of liposarcoma: atypical lipomatous tumor/well-

differentiated liposarcoma (ALT/WDLPS), dedifferentiated

liposarcoma (DDLPS), myxoid liposarcoma (MLPS) and

pleomorphic liposarcoma(PLPS), and the degree of malignancy

increases in turn.

At present, there is little clinical understanding about the

clinical characteristics, diagnosis, treatment and prognosis of PLS.

In this article, we report a case of recurrent left PLS in patient,

who was misdiagnosed as indirect inguinal hernia entering the

scrotum at the first presentation, but then relapsed and was

admitted to the hospital 2 years after the surgery. In addition,

combined with the related treatment experience and

comprehensive literature review, we have attempted to clarify the

clinical diagnosis and treatment of this rare disease.
Case presentation

Chief complaint

A 72-year-old Chinese man was admitted to our hospital again

for more than one year because of the recurrence of the tumor in

the left scrotum and groin area.
Past medical history

3 years ago, the patient accidentally discovered a lump in his

left groin area, which was about 4 cm × 5 cm in size at that time.

No attention was paid to consult a doctor, and then it gradually

enlarged and entered the scrotum, with a size of about 20 cm ×

20 cm. The surface was not found to be swollen and tender, so it

could not be absorbed into the abdominal cavity. 2 years ago, the

patient first visited the general surgery department of our

hospital. At that time, combined with B-mode ultrasound, he

was diagnosed with indirect inguinal hernia, and agreed to

undergo hernia repair for the patient. During the operation,

there was no hernia sac bulge, but a solid tumor with the
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appearance of adipose tissue was found in the scrotum, most of

which were soft, some of which were tough, yellow and wrapped

around the testicles and epididymis. Therefore, we performed

scrotal tumor resection for patients, completely removed the

tumor base, spermatic cord as well as the testicular tissue, and

performed high ligation of spermatic cord. It was extremely

difficult to diagnose fast freezing pathology during operation.

Postoperative routine pathology showed mixed liposarcoma,

mainly WDLPS, accompanied by MLPS and DDLPS. The tumor

size was 22 cm × 14 cm × 8 cm, and the blood vessels were rich in

the tissues, which in the focal area showed tumor-like

hyperplasia. The capsule was complete, and the surgical margin

was observed to be negative. Immunohistochemistry revealed

Ki-67(5%), P53(+), S-100(1+), CD68(−), CD34(−), SMA(−),
PCNA(3+), CD56(−). Patients and their families refused further

adjuvant treatment after the surgery. More than a year ago, the

tumor in the left scrotum and groin area recurred. At present, he

is admitted to the urology department of our hospital. Except the

swelling of scrotum, he has no other major complaints.
Past medical history

The patient has hypertension for more than three years and is

taking hydrochlorothiazide once a day for the same. He is also

suffering from tipe 2 diabetes mellitus for laat three years and is

on acarbose 50 mg once a day and glimepiride 1 mg once a day.

The patient did not have any other surgical history.
Personal and family history

The patient did not have any addiction to tobacco and alcohol.

And he has no genetic history of cancer.
Physical examination

A lump of about 25 cm × 20 cm in size could be felt in the left

scrotum and groin area, with tough texture and clear boundaries

(Figure 1).
Laboratory examination

After admission, the blood routine, coagulation function, liver

as well as kidney function, tumor index and other blood

biochemical tests of the patients showed no obvious abnormality.
Imaging examination

Two years ago, when the patient first visited a doctor in general

surgery, abdominal enhancement computed tomography (CT)

showed that there was a lumpy uneven density shadow in the left

scrotum, and there was fat and soft tissue density shadow in it,
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FIGURE 1

On physical examination, a lump of about 25 cm × 20 cm in size could be felt in the left scrotum and groin area, with tough texture and clear boundaries.
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which was not related with the contents of the abdominal cavity.

After enhancement, some nodules were slightly enhanced, but

the remaining enhancement was not found to be obvious. Soft

tissue density nodules were found in the right groin area, but the

enhancement was not obvious, and no enlarged lymph nodes

were detected retroperitoneum (Figure 2A). After the recurrence,

the patient visited our department again, and then the abdominal

enhanced CT showed that there was a lumpy uneven density

shadow in the left scrotum again, which was about 18.5 cm ×

14 cm in size. The appearance was observed to be similar as

observed during the first time, but a slightly larger lymph node

was found in the left groin area (Figure 2B). Magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI) enhancement of the pelvic cavity showed

irregular mass shadow in left groin and scrotum, lobulated, with

some uneven fat signal in the center, about 20 cm × 13 cm ×

17 cm in size. After enhancement, it was uneven and patchy,

with arc-shaped enhancement, with no obvious changes in fat

and cystic parts, clear edges, no connection between the mass
Frontiers in Surgery 03
and abdominal cavity, slightly larger lymph nodes in both the

groins, and uniform enhancement (Figure 2C).
Final diagnosis

Considering the recurrence of liposarcoma, radical tumor

resection was performed. During the surgery, a tumor with a size

of about 20 cm × 18 cm in the groin and scrotum was found,

with a tough texture and a cystic mass, which was adhered to the

surrounding tissues. After electrocoagulation with Ligsaure and

separation, the tumor was completely removed (Figure 3). At the

same time, we found that the lymph nodes along the left femoral

vein were swollen and tough, so it was completely removed and

sent for the pathological examination. About 50 ml of bleeding

occurred during the operation, which lasted 2 h and 43 min, and

the postoperative hospital stay was 12 days. Postoperative routine

pathology showed that left inguinal scrotal liposarcoma was
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FIGURE 2

The abdominal enhancement CT showed that there was a lumpy uneven density shadow in the left scrotum, and there was fat and soft tissue density
shadow In It which was not related with the contents of the abdominal cavity. After enhancement some nodules were slightly enhanced but the
remaining enhancement was not found to be obvious [two years ago (A)]. The abdominal enhanced CT showed that there was a lumpy uneven
density shadow in the left scrotum again,which was about 18.5 cm× 14 cm in size [now (B)]. MRI enhancement of the pelvic cavity showed irregular
mass shadow in left groin and scrotum, lobulated, with some uneven fat signal in the center, about 20 cm× 13 cm× 17 cm in size. After
enhancement, it was uneven and patchy, with arc-shaped enhancement,with no obvious changes in fat and cystic parts, clear edges, no connection
between the mass and abdominal cavity (C). (The tumor tissue as indicated by arrowheads).

FIGURE 3

During the surgery, a tumor with a size of about 20 cm× 18 cm in the groin and scrotum was found, with a tough texture and a cystic mass, which was
adhered to the surrounding tissues. After electrocoagulation with Ligsaure and separation, the tumor was completely removed.
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FIGURE 4

The histopathological findings and immunostaining. Postoperative routine pathology showed that left inguinal scrotal liposarcoma was primarily WDLPS,
some of which were MLPS (about 20%), with a tumor size of 26 cm× 17 cm× 13 cm, accompanied by chronic inflammation of three lymph nodes around
the tumor, and spindle cell malignant tumor of left femoral vein lymph nodes, which was considered as liposarcoma (A). On immunostaining, the tumor
cells were focally positive for S-100 (B), Des (C), Vim (D) and Ki-67(5%) (E) and negative for CD34, Actin, CK, SMA, catenin-β and STAT6. (A × 100
magnifcation, B–E × 200 magnifcation).

Hua et al. 10.3389/fsurg.2023.1171952
primarily WDLPS, some of which were MLPS (about 20%), with a

tumor size of 26 cm × 17 cm × 13 cm, accompanied by chronic

inflammation of three lymph nodes around the tumor, and

spindle cell malignant tumor of left femoral vein lymph nodes,

which was considered as liposarcoma (Figure 4A).

Immunohistochemistry suggested CD34(−), S-100(scattered+)

(Figure 4B), Des(partial+) (Figure 4C), Actin(−), CK(−), Vim
(+) (Figure 4D), Ki-67(5%) (Figure 4E), P53(±), SMA(−),
Myogenin(±), catenin-β(−), STAT6(−).
Follow-up results

There were no related complications in the patient after the

surgery. We recommended that the patient should undergo

further radiotherapy, but the patient and his family still refused.

Therefore, we could only follow up the patient closely. At

present, up to more than one month before submission of the

manuscript, the last reexamination of the patient showed that

there was no recurrence of the lump in the scrotum and groin

area, and CT scan exhibited no regional soft tissue density

shadow. Further follow-up is in progress currently.
Discussion

Sarcoma of genitourinary system is extremely rare malignancy,

accounting for only 1%–2% of malignant tumors of genitourinary

system. Most of them are diagnosed in children, and only a few

cases are found in adults (7, 8). Among them, the most common

tissue subtypes are leiomyosarcoma, liposarcoma and

rhabdomyosarcoma, and the common sites of case reports are in

the paratesticular area, kidney, prostate, penis and bladder (9).

PLS is one of them, accounting for less than 12% of all
Frontiers in Surgery 05
liposarcoma. About 90% PLS have been reported to originate

from the spermatic cord, followed by testis tunica vaginalis and

epididymis (10, 11). In terms of the tumor volume, García

Morúa et al. (12) reported that the tumor size could range from

1.5 cm to 23 cm, with the heaviest weight reaching 13 kg. This

patient’s lump had grown to the size of 22 cm × 14 cm × 8 cm at

the initial onset, and recurred later to the size of 26 cm ×

17 cm × 13 cm 2 years after the resection. For recurrent PLS, our

case may be the largest described so far.

PLS usually presents itself as a slow-growing lump in the groin

or scrotum, and the lump often grows progressively without pain

and discomfort (13–16). Therefore, it is not easy for the patients

to pay attention to it, leading to the symptoms being ignored

and causing a delay in starting the treatment. Many patients

exhibit a large tumor volume when seeing a doctor. The late

symptoms are mainly related to the diameter as well as the

location of the tumor and the invasion or compression of the

surrounding organs (17). It is easy to be misdiagnosed as

inguinal hernia or testicular or epididymal tumor during the first

visit (12, 18). This patient, an elderly male, had no other special

complaints except that of scrotal swelling caused by lump in

inguinal area during the first visit. The surgeons and

sonographers were preconceived, and the accuracy of specialist

physical examination was not enough, which lead to the

misdiagnosis of the tumor for a common left indirect inguinal

hernia. Therefore, scrotal tumor was not found until the inguinal

area was explored during the surgery. It was concluded that

liposarcoma was common in middle-aged and elderly people,

and its clinical manifestations were nonspecific, hidden and

undetectable, which can be easily misdiagnosed.

Laboratory biochemical tests lack specificity in the diagnosis of

PLS. Ultrasound is usually the first choice for imaging examination

of the soft tissue tumors, and it plays a significant role in

differentiating the cyst, hydrocele and epididymitis. PLS
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ultrasound usually shows solid, hyperechoic and heterogeneous

lesions, but for the large tumors, identification of the origin and

boundary of the tumor is often limited (19). Computed

tomography scan and magnetic resonance imaging can aid to

determine the complete location, histological and morphological

features of the tumor as well to determine if the tumor has

invaded adjacent tissues (20), and aid to distinguish the primary

testicular tumors from the retroperitoneal lesions extending into

the scrotum. MRI is currently the gold standard for staging the

soft tissue tumors and is routinely employed to assess the extent

of the local extension of the tumor (5). PLS on MRI T1WI and

T2WI is usually dominated by the high signal, internal signal

distribution is not uniform, visible low or isointense streak-like

partition or small nodule shadow, and the signal of the lipid

suppression sequence can be significantly reduced (18). The

combination of T1-weighted and T2-weighted imaging, fat

inhibition, tissue perfusion imaging, and water molecule

diffusion-weighted imaging can effectively provide the

anatomical structure, adjacent relationship, infiltration range,

and information about the vascular as well as the nerve

involvement of the tumor, and provide comprehensive and

reliable information for the localization and qualitative

diagnosis of the tumor (4, 21). Preoperative puncture is

routinely recommended to confirm the pathological situation

(22), especially for the tumors that cannot be removed after

imaging evaluation, and biopsy to clarify the pathology can

lead to the selection of other therapeutic approaches and

methods. The diagnosis of PLS mainly depends on the

postoperative histopathological, immunohistochemical and

molecular tests. Pathology of the specimen shows that the

tumor is generally large and lobulated, usually with a thin,

discontinuous pseudocapsule, usually soft texture, section color,

and necrosis depending on both the histological structure and

pathological subtype. Microscopically, lipoblasts have been

found to be vacuolated. MDM2 and CDK4

immunohistochemistry display a good application in the

diagnosis of liposarcoma and accessory typing. BINH et al.

(23) reported that the sensitivity and specificity of MDM2 gene

amplification in the diagnosis of liposarcoma were 95% and

81%, respectively. The diagnostic sensitivity and specificity of

CDK4 gene amplification were 92% and 95%, respectively.

RICCIOTTI et al. (24) found that MDM2 and CDK4 gene

amplification was associated with poor disease-specific and

disease-free survival.

Histologically, the majority of liposarcoma cells can

differentiate well and exhibit a low degree of malignancy. The

results of two pathological examinations in our patient were

mainly dominated by highly differentiated liposarcoma, with a

partial manifestation of myxoid liposarcoma. The first pathology

revealed a partially dedifferentiated liposarcoma, which was not

observed after the recurrence, but with lymph node metastasis

from the femoral vein. According to the prior reports in the

literature, WDLPS is the most common subtype of LPS,

accounting for about 40%–45% of LPS together with DDLPS

(25). It is mostly found in limbs and retroperitoneum, but rarely
Frontiers in Surgery 06
can affect the in groin, mediastinum and head and neck. WDLPS

is low in malignancy and generally has no metastatic potential,

but the recurrence rate in situ after operation is significantly high

(about 50%) (26) and some of them can gain metastatic ability

after the process of dedifferentiation. Mucinous/round cell

liposarcoma (MRCL) is the second most common subtype of

LPS, accounting for about 30% of LPS. It is primarily composed

of round cell liposarcoma and mucinous liposarcoma. The

former is more invasive, so the higher the proportion of the

round cells could be associated with the poor prognosis of

MRCL patients. MRCL is common in thigh or popliteal fossa

(75%), but rarely found in retroperitoneum. Its risk of distant

metastasis is approximately 20%–40%, and it often can

metastasizes to other soft tissues, abdominal cavity/

retroperitoneal space and bone. MRCL is the most sensitive

subtype of LPS to chemotherapy, and it is responsive to some

extent in radiotherapy. Surgery combined with radiotherapy and

chemotherapy can effectively control the growth of this subtype

(27, 28). DDLPS accounts for 15%–20% of LPS. It is relatively a

high-grade and highly invasive disease with high risk of local

invasion, recurrence and metastasis. It is most commonly

observed in retroperitoneum, followed by the limbs and

spermatic cord/testicular area, but rarely seen in thoracic

mediastinum and head and neck. About 90% of DDLPS are

dedifferentiated at the onset, and 10% can be transformed from

the recurrent WDLPS (29). The local recurrence rate is about

40%, and it has a metastasis rate of 20%–30% (30) and a

mortality rate of 28%–30% (mainly due to the local recurrence).

It can undergo metastasis to liver, lung, brain, bone (10%–15%),

back, thigh and other soft tissue parts.

Thorough surgery to obtain the negative surgical margin is the

common strategy for the treatment of histiocytoma at present. For

PLS, the widely used surgical methods are radical orchiectomy with

extensive local excision and high spermatic cord ligation (31).

Incomplete excision can lead to the frequent tumor recurrence

(32). After analyzing 265 PLS patients, Rei Kamitani et al. (33)

showed that the recurrence-free survival rate of patients

undergoing high inguinal resection was significantly higher in

comparison to patients undergoing tumor resection. In addition,

patients with positive margin under the microscope exhibited a

markedly higher risk of recurrence than those with negative

margin, and in the subgroup analysis of patients with positive

margin, the potential effect of postoperative adjuvant

radiotherapy on the recurrence-free survival rate was not found

to be statistically significant. Coleman et al. (26) reported that

nearly one-third of clinically asymptomatic patients with

recurrence could be attributed to the tumor residues. Therefore,

novel treatment options should extensively and thoroughly

remove the surrounding tissues that may have infiltration, to

effectively reduce the local recurrence rate and improve the

tumor-free survival rate. Khandekar et al. (34) analyzed 25

patients with well-differentiated liposarcoma of spermatic cord

(11 cases) and dedifferentiated liposarcoma (14 cases) and found

that positive surgical margin was a bad prognostic factor for the

local recurrence. They suggested that active reoperation should
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be taken for such patients. However, due to the scarcity of the cases,

no common consensus has been reached on lymph node

dissection, radiotherapy and chemotherapy (11, 35). It has been

reported in the literature that PLS cases with lymph node

metastasis are very rarely diagnosed. At present, it is believed

that liposarcoma can spread and undergo metastasis mainly

through infiltration of the spermatic cord and soft tissues around

inguinal canal, or spread through blood metastasis, but rarely

through lymph node metastasis (36, 37). Banowsky and Shultz

et al. (38) reviewed 101 cases of spermatic sarcoma in order to

evaluate the possible benefits of extensive lymphadenectomy, of

which 29 cases showed local recurrence or were found to spread

through blood. Among these patients, 17 patients had isolated

lymphatic spread. However, lymph node dissection did not show

any significant effect on the survival rate. Matei et al. (39) agreed

that lymph node dissection has no significance impact in

prolonging the recurrence interval and long-term survival.

During the surgery of this patient, we found that the femoral

vein lymph nodes were swollen, tough and abnormal, so we

performed resection and sent the sample for pathological

examination. Because the significance of lymph node dissection

is unknown at present, we did not perform the lymph node

dissection around the tumor.

At present, there is still controversy about the clinical effect of

adjuvant radiotherapy or chemotherapy in PLS patients. Most

scholars believe that preoperative or postoperative radiotherapy

and chemotherapy are unable to substantially reduce the

recurrence rate of WDLPS, and radiotherapy has no significance

for localized lesions (39, 40), and is only applied to metastatic

tumors or cases that could not be completely removed. However,

it has been found that some types such as dedifferentiated

liposarcoma and mucinous liposarcoma have better response to

radiotherapy as compared to other subtypes of the tumors (31).

Novel targeted therapies have also been used in the treatment of

this rare disease. For example, a new cytotoxic drug, Ailibulin

(41), targeted drug CDK4/6 inhibitor, MDM2 inhibitor, immune

checkpoint inhibitor PD-1/PD-L1 (42) monoclonal antibody, etc.

have been reported to show benefit in the treatment of

dedifferentiated liposarcoma. Tribetidine, XPO1-1 inhibitor and

NY-ESO-1 exhibited better curative effects on mucinous/round

cell liposarcoma (43–45). In this case, the patient was elderly

with severe underlying diseases, no metastasis was found in the

auxiliary examination, and the family members refused

chemotherapy and radiation, and selected to continue the regular

follow-up.

The prognosis of patients mainly depends on the tumor site,

tumor size, pathological type, classification and staging, and the

degree of surgical resection. The tumor location is the most

important factor for determining the prognosis. It has been

reported in the literature that the tumor is primarily located in

the retroperitoneum relative to the superficial parts such as

limbs, and the risk of recurrence and metastasis is higher. PLS

tumor diameter is an important factor for determining the

success of radical surgical resection (46), especially when the
Frontiers in Surgery 07
tumor occurs in an anatomically constrained site. This is mainly

because larger tumors can often compress or infiltrate the

surrounding structures and tissues, thus making complete

resection difficult, often leading to the positive surgical margins.

Rodríguez et al. (13) used population-based large cancer registry

to describe 168 cases of liposarcoma with good prognosis with

disease-specific survival rates of 95% and 90% at 5 and 10 years,

respectively. Multivariate analysis indicated that tumor grade,

stage, histological type and lymph node metastasis served as

independent predictors of prognosis. Rei Kamitani et al. (33)

analyzed 265 PLS patients and suggested that the recurrence-free

survival rate of patients who received high inguinal resection was

significantly higher as compared to those patients who received

tumor resection alone. In multivariate analysis, high inguinal

resection significantly affected the recurrence-free survival rate

(hazard ratio 0.16, p = 0.010), tumor size (hazard ratio 1.11,

p = 0.017), dedifferentiation and round cell subtype (hazard ratio

7.56, p = 0.023 and hazard ratio 16.6, p = 0.021, respectively) were

found to act as independent risk factors responsible for the

tumor recurrence.

In summary, PLS is a rare tumor, which predominantly

presents itself as irregular masses with different sizes and

medium-soft texture in the scrotum, spermatic cord or groin in

clinical. The laboratory tests are mostly negative, as well as

heterogeneous and solid lesions can be observed based on

imaging examinations. It can be easily misdiagnosed before the

surgery, and careful physical examination is necessary. The

possibility of PLS should also be considered in the identification

of the fat-containing inguinal scrotal masses. The imaging

procedures such as Ultrasound, CT and MRI can provide

relevant imaging information on the nature of pre-operative

liposarcoma. Immunohistochemistry and molecular testing of

MDM2 and CDK4 can contribute to an accurate diagnosis.

Therefore, based on the literature review, we suggest that in the

case of rapid intraoperative cryosurgery with a definite pathology,

extensive local excision and radical orchiectomy with high

ligation of the spermatic cord in order to obtain a negative

margin should be conducted as the best therapeutic strategy to

maximize the chance of surgical cure. Incomplete resection can

result in high local recurrence rate and shortened recurrence

time after PLS resection. The histopathological type and

malignant grade could be helpful to judge the prognosis, and

further adjuvant treatment should be selected according to the

different pathological types. Novel targeted therapies may be

promising, but the long-term close patient follow-up is essential

for optimal treatment.
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